The additional cancer yield of clinical breast examination in screening of women at hereditary increased risk of breast cancer: a systematic review.
Women at hereditary increased risk of breast cancer are subjected to frequent clinical breast examination (CBE) and radiological evaluation of the breasts. This review appraises the additional cancer yield by CBE in screening of women at increased risk of breast cancer who are also subjected to frequent radiological evaluation. A literature search was conducted to identify all prospective studies on the additional value of CBE in screening of women at increased risk of breast cancer. Quality appraisal of included studies was performed using the QUADAS-2 tool. A total of 514 citations were identified. Relevant literature was scarce and highly heterogeneous. Seven prospective studies were included for review of which two studies reported additional cancer yield of CBE (3 and 5 % of total cancer cases). These two studies reported lower screen detection (77 and 80 %) compared to the studies in which no additional cases were detected by CBE (screen detection ≥94 %). Current literature on CBE in screening of women at increased risk of breast cancer is insufficient. However, it suggests that the additional cancer yield by performing CBE is minimal or absent. Reconsideration of the role of CBE in intensified screening might be warranted.